B
rain-computer interfaces (BCIs) [1] , [2] have recently been shown to be the most promising conduits for individuals with disabilities or reduced mobility to allow communication with the external environment or to trigger surrounding devices. BCIs have also been shown to be successful in a wide range of applications, such as personal authentication or identification [3] , [4] , assessment of emotional disorders [5] , games [6] , and accident prevention [7] , [8] . However, several technical issues in signal acquisition, signal preprocessing, feature extraction, and signal translation must be addressed to facilitate the transition of laboratory-oriented neuroscience research to practical BCI devices ( Figure 1 ). optimal solution for a multimodal approach because its signals do not interfere with electric or magnetic fields [20] . There are several types of EEG signals used to design and operate BCIs, such as P300 ERPs and steadystate visually evoked potentials (SSVEPs). Among them, P300 and SSVEP signals have become extremely popular due to the high information transfer rate (ITR) they produce and their minimal user training requirement [21] , [22] . Each collected signal possesses its own properties and potential uncertainties to describe the underlying cognitive states. A comprehensive analysis of multiple sources is needed to reduce individual uncertainty and improve the system performance reliability. Therefore, developing an effective approach to integrate multimodal information is an important and urgent issue.
In this article, current neurotechnology and computational intelligence methods are introduced as possible solutions to address the aforementioned technical issues. In contrast to conventional wet electrodes, dry electrodes exhibit the electronic characteristics of electrically conductive materials. They obtain high-quality signals without skin abrasion or preparation. In the novel capture EEG devices presented in this article, dry electrodes act as substitutes for traditional wet electrodes; these dry electrodes can acquire real-time EEG signals for operational workplaces without requiring conductive gel/paste or scalp preparation in BCI applications. Additionally, an online artifact removal technique based on canonical correlation analysis (CCA) [13] as a BSS used to remove artifacts is presented in this article. The feasibility of rapid P3 detection using a radial basis function network (RBFN) [23] under a small number of EEG trials is also demonstrated. Granger causality (GC) analysis is introduced to extract detailed changes in the brain network during sustained-attention driving, and Dempster-Shafer (D-S) theory [24] and [25] is used to aggregate pieces of evidence from multiple information sources and exploit redundancy and complementariness between sources in global information. When applied to integrate different physiological signals, this fusion technique can improve the quality of final decisions and facilitate the optimal estimation of objects.
EEG-Based Neuroimaging Technology for BCIs
Conventional wet electrodes are commonly used to measure EEG signals. These electrodes provide excellent EEG signals with the proper skin preparation and conductive gel application; however, the skin must be prepared prior to applying the wet electrodes, which is typically problematic for users. To overcome these drawbacks, we developed several types of novel dry-contact EEG sensors that can efficiently reduce preparation time without conductive gel. Figure 2 shows several types of dry sensors, including spring-loaded [26] , foam-based [27] , and silicon-based sensors [28] . The dry foam electrode is fabricated by an electrically conductive polymer foam covered with conductive fabric and can be used to measure biopotentials without skin preparation or conduction gel. Moreover, the foam substrate of the dry electrode enables a high-geometric conformity between the electrode and irregular scalp surface to maintain a low skin-electrode impedance, even under motion. The spring-loaded sensor was proposed for potential operations in the presence of hair and without any skin preparation or conductive gel use. Each probe was designed to include a probe head, plunger, spring, and barrel. The 17 probes were inserted into a flexible substrate using a one-time forming process in an established injection-molding procedure. Most importantly, the data quality obtained with these dry electrodes [27] is comparable to that obtained with wet-electrode systems while avoiding the need for skin abrasion, preparation, or gels. In conventional EEG devices, the measured brain activity is transmitted through a cable connected between the EEG cap and computer, which limits the application and usability of BCIs in real life. To overcome this connection limitation, the developed EEG hats (Figure 3 ) include a wireless transmission module and a chargeable battery, which allow recordings to be made without being tethered to a computer; thus, subjects are able to move freely around the room/office. For instance, we can use these wireless and wearable EEG devices to conduct complex experiments, such as drowsy driving [29] , distracted driving [30] , motion sickness [31] , or navigation [32] in a motion simulator [ Figure 4 Figure 5 (a) presents a flowchart of the artifact removal process used to enhance EEG signal quality. One can apply a bandpass filter (1-50 Hz) to eliminate high-frequency noise and the dc drift. An artifact-free EEG can be reconstructed after removing the artifacts. Several BSS techniques [33] have been proposed for artifact removal. One of the BSS techniques is CCA [13] 
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where optimal problem of (1) 
where wx and wy are eigenvectors, and the canonical autocorrelation coefficient 2 t is the eigenvalue. Figure 5 (b) shows a 2-s EEG recording contaminated with eye blinks and muscle noises. Figure 5 (c) displays the extracted time series of CCA components, which are ordered in terms of auto-correlation coefficients from high to low in Figure 5(d) . Compared with the brain-activity components, the components with lower autocorrelation coefficients, i.e., the 15th and 16th CCA components, correspond to muscle artifacts because the broad frequency spectrum of the muscle noise in EEG recordings resembles temporally white noises. By contrast, the first CCA component with a relatively higher autocorrelation coefficient corresponds to eye artifacts because eye movements and eye blinks ty pically produce low-frequency, highamplitude signals that are highly autocorrelated with time. An artifact-free EEG X t l^h is reconstructed by remov i ng t hese a r ti fact component s by set ti ng 
RBFN for Tracking Evoked Potentials
As shown in Figure 6 (a), many ERP-based BCI applications are designed based on a rapid serial visual presentation paradigm (RSVP), such as image search [34] and auto typing [35] . However, due to the nonstationarity of brain activity, an accurate estimation of the ERP requires the system to average over a large number of trials. In [23] , a nonlinear adaptive algorithm referred to as a data-reusing RBFN (DR-RBFN) was proposed to not only estimate the latency and amplitude of brain dynamics but also increase the convergence rate considerably.
Given K previous epochs , 
where N is the number of hidden units, w is the weight between the hidden layer and output layer, and
In this study, b is set to 0.8. In the kernel function h , the kernel center c can be calculated as follows:
w k h can be updated by the least-mean-squares (LMS) algorithm as follows:
where e k d k y k = -^ĥ h h is the error signal, n is the learning rate, e is a positive constant, and 
Six subjects with normal or correct-to-normal vision participated in the RSVP experiment. As shown in Figure 6(b) , uppercase letters were used as visual stimuli. The letter "G" was predefined as the target, and the other letters were nontargets. All stimuli were presented at a frequency of 5 Hz (200 ms/letter). The interval between two sequential targets is 20-25 nontarget stimuli, such that the occurrence rate of target is approximately 5%. Subjects were instructed to use their right index finger to press the response button while they detected the target on the screen. In each session, the experiment would end when the subjects de tected 80 targets. The EEG data were recorded using a dry EEG device at a sampling rate of 250 Hz. A low-pass filter with a cutoff frequency of 30 Hz and high-pass filter with a cutoff frequency of 0.5 Hz were applied to remove the line noise and dc drift, respectively. Each EEG epoch of 900 ms began 100 ms before and ended 800 ms after the stimulus onsets were selected from the continuous EEG recordings. Baseline wander was removed by subtracting the mean of the data before stimulus onset. Then, the target-evoked P3 wave estimated by the DR-RBFN [23] was compared with that estimated by ensemble averaging (EA), a conventional approach to assess the ERP. In the DR-RBFN, the number of reused data was set to 3, and the number of hidden nodes was set to 50. The learning rate and positive constant were set to 0.1 and 0.001, respectively. We used a grid search for the parameter learning in this study. The DR-LMS algorithm is exploited for real-time implementation of the DR-RBFN. The DR-LMS algorithm reuses data pairs from previous iterations to generate the new gradient estimates that are in turn used to update the adaptive weight vector. This algorithm operates in real time and has a fast convergence rate and can thus track signal variations across trials. The determined parameters in the training stage were further exploited to optimize the proposed DR-DBFN and enhance the system performance.
The red trace shown in Figure 6 (c) is the average ERP of 80 target epochs in the Pz site estimated by EA. Compared with the average ERP of nontarget epochs (blue trace), the P3 elicited by the targets can be easily detected at approximately 400 m. The green, black, blue, and red traces shown in Figure 6 (d) represent the average ERPs of 20, 40, 60, and 80 target epochs, respectively, in the Pz site estimated by the DR-RBFN. Increasing the number of epochs used leads to a higher SNR and more stable ERP. The average ERP of 40 target epochs approximated the results obtained by EA, indicating that the DR-RBFN led to a considerably higher convergence rate. This property of the DR-RBFN is advantageous for real-time BCI applications, because it helps reduce the number of trials required for an accurate estimation and to precisely track potentials.
Causality Analysis for Assessing Brain Connectivity
The feature extraction is crucial to the system performance of the BCI. Rather than extract the brain activity from a single brain region, the brain network that characterizes some coordinated activity within a network of functionally distinct regions can provide a more detailed description of complex behaviors. Graph theory [36] , the dynamic causal model [37] , and GC [38] are the most widely used measures for studying effective connectivity. For example, GC refers to the fact that signal X1 can lead to another signal X2 if the information in the past of X1 helps predict the future of X2 . We can represent the multivariate process at time t as a stationary autoregressive process of order p . Consider, for example, two signals : 
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where , , ,
, is the current time point and T is the length of the signal. The model order p is typically obtained by minimizing information criteria, such as the Akaike information criterion or Bayesian information criterion, to accurately model the data. The parameters A and p model the coefficient matrix and prediction error, respectively, which can be estimated using an ordinary least-squares approach [39] .
To determine the causal effect of X2 on , X1 the prediction error is re-estimated using a submodel that excludes signal . X2 Then, the error t 1 p r^h is estimated and compared with t 1 p^h obtained in the full model:
The strength of the effect of X2 on X1 (i.e., causal magnitude) was determined as / , ln GC 2 1 11 11
h where 11 R and 11 R are the variances of 1 p and , 1 p r respectively. Here, we applied GC to independent EEG processes that were collected from a simulated driving experiment in which participants performed a sustained-attention driving task [40] . The asymmetric ratio of the causal flow [ Figure 7 (a)] and the significant connectivity of the brain network [ Figure 7 (b)] varied with changes in behavioral performance, which were measured by the reaction time in response to unexpected events. During the transition from optimal to poor task performance,
The determined parameters in the training stage were further exploited to optimize the proposed DR-DBFN and enhance the system performance.
participants had declining vigilance and fatigue and struggled to avoid behavioral lapses. Under such circumstances, more efforts were needed by subjects to keep themselves engaged in the task, as evidenced by the new connectivity from the midcingulate cortex to the left or right sensorimotor cortex [ Figure 7 (b)]. Figure 7(c) shows that posterior cingulate cortex-and extrastriate cor tex-related links vanished, which might be related to the fading of consciousness [41] . These reductions of cortico cortical connectivity produce a cortical gate that disconnects the brain from the external environment and blocks sensory inputs [42] . These results provide new neural markers of behavioral lapses to help neuroengineers design a driving assistance system.
Decision Fusion Technique for Multimodal Information Translation
The fusion technique plays an important role in hybrid BCIs that combine two or more sub-BCI systems with different input signal sources. One distinguished approach in the fusion research community is the D-S [24] , [25] , a promising approach used to make a final decision from multiaspect information. The D-S theory is a generalized variant of Bayesian probability theory that introduces the notion of assigning beliefs and plausibilities to possible hypotheses of each decisionmaker along with the required combination rule to fuse multimodality information. D-S theory allows each source to incorporate information in different levels of detail. This property is advantageous for assigning a possibility mass to sets or inter vals; hence, the fusion system can efficiently consider both stochastic (or objective) uncertainty and epistemic (or subjective) uncertainty.
Consider, for example, two basic probability assignments, m1 and m2 . An optimal decision, m , can be made by integrating various information from m1 and m2 via Dempster's rule [24] , [25] as follows: The efficacy of the D-S theory in multiaspect data fusion is demonstrated in a typical BCI application, namely, detecting whether the cognitive state of participants is alert or not during a realistic sustained-attention driving task [43] . The distracted driving experiment consists of an unexpected deviation (swerving) of the car and the presentation of mathematical equations. A flowchart of the proposed system is shown in Figure 8 . The simultaneously recorded EEG and electro-oculography (EOG) signals were used to build an ensemble of support vector machines (SVMs) and naïve Baye's classifiers (NBCs). Table 1 provides the classification results of different comparative models reported by five-fold cross-validation. The average accuracies of the NBC and SVM using EEG signals alone are 55.7 ! 5.1% and 70.9.3 ! 3.8%, respectively. The average accuracies of the NBC and SVM using EOG signals alone are 59.6 ! 4.8% and 60.3 ! 2.1%, respectively. When using the D-S theory to fuse the outcomes derived from distinct classifiers, the classification accuracy can reach an average value of 75.1 ! 3.6%. These results suggest that multimodality information with D-S theory fusion can effectively enhance the performance of BCIs.
Conclusion
This article presents the latest BCI-related research done in our group. Our previous work applied computational intelligence technology in BCIs (i.e., drowsy and distracted driving applications [44] ) to inspire detailed investigations of practical issues in real-life applications. Novel EEG devices featuring dry electrodes facilitate and speed up electrode positioning before recording and allow subjects to move freely in operational environments. We also demonstrate the feasibility of applying CCA, RBFNs, effective connectivity measurements, and D-S theory to help BCIs extract informative knowledge from brain signals. Two recent trends in research in the computational and artificial intelligence community, big data and deep learning, are expected to impact the direction and development of BCIs. Those ongoing studies will enable the next generation of BCIs. 
